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Abstract
Let G be a simple graph of order n. The double vertex graph F2(G) of G is the graph whose vertices
are the 2-subsets of V (G), where two vertices are adjacent in F2(G) if their symmetric difference is a
pair of adjacent vertices in G. A generalization of this graph is the complete double vertex graph M2(G)
of G, defined as the graph whose vertices are the 2-multisubsets of V (G), and two of such vertices are
adjacent in M2(G) if their symmetric difference (as multisets) is a pair of adjacent vertices in G. In this
paper we exhibit an infinite family of graphs (containing Hamiltonian and non-Hamiltonian graphs) for
which F2(G) and M2(G) are Hamiltonian. This family of graphs is the set of join graphs G = G1 +G2,
where G1 and G2 are of order m ≥ 1 and n ≥ 2, respectively, and G2 has a Hamiltonian path. For this
family of graphs, we show that if m ≤ 2n then F2(G) is Hamiltonian, and if m ≤ 2(n − 1) then M2(G)
is Hamiltonian.
1 Introduction.
Throughout this paper, G is a simple graph of order n ≥ 2. In this paper we deal with two constructions
of graphs, the double vertex graph and the complete double vertex graph. The double vertex graph F2(G)
of G is the graph whose vertices are the 2-subsets of V (G), where two of such vertices are adjacent if
their symmetric difference is a pair of adjacent vertices in G. The complete double vertex graph M2(G)
of G is the graph whose vertices are the 2-multisubsets of V (G), and two of such vertices are adjacent
if their symmetric difference (as multisets) is a pair of adjacent vertices in G. See an example of these
constructions in Figure 1.
The study of the combinatorial properties of the double vertex graphs began in the 90’s with the
works of Alavi and its coauthors (see, e.g., [1, 2, 3, 4, 30]). They studied the connectivity, planarity,
regularity and Hamiltonicity of some double vertex graphs.
In fact, the double vertex graph and the complete double vertex graph have been defined more
generally as follows. The k-token graph Fk(G) of G is the graph whose vertices are all the k-subsets of
V (G) and two vertices are adjacent if their symmetric difference is an edge of G. The k-token graphs
have been defined, independently, at least four times, see [1, 15, 21, 28]. A classical example of token
graphs is the Johnson graph J(n, k) that is, in fact, the k-token graph of the complete graph Kn. The
Johnson graphs have been widely studied in the last three decades due to its connections with coding
theory, see for example [14, 22, 26]. With respect to the complete double vertex graph, the k-multiset
graph Mk(G) is the graph whose vertices are the k-multisubsets of V (G), and two vertices are adjacent
in Mk(G) whenever their symmetric difference (as multisets) is a pair of adjacent vertices in G. The
k-multiset graph was introduced in 2001 by Chartrand et al. [11].
Several years later, Rudolph [8, 28] redefined the token graphs, with the name of symmetric powers
of graphs, with the aim to study the graph isomorphism problem and for its possible applications to
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Figure 1: A graph G, its double vertex graph F2(G) and its complete double vertex graph M2(G)
quantum mechanics. Rudolph gave several examples of cospectral non-isomorphic graphs such that the
corresponding 2-token graphs are non-cospectral. This shows that, sometimes, the spectrum of the
2-token graph of G is a better invariant than the spectrum of G. However, Alzaga et al. [7] and,
independently, Barghi and Ponomarenko [9] proved that for any positive integer k ≥ 2 there exists
infinitely many pairs of non-isomorphic graphs with cospectral k-token graphs. Several authors have
continued with the study of the possible applications of the token graphs in physics (see. e.g., [17, 18, 25]).
Fabila-Monroy et al., [15] reintroduced the concept of k-token graph of G as a model in which
k indistinguishable tokens move on the vertices of a graph G along the edges of G. They began a
systematic study of some combinatorial parameters of Fk(G) such as connectivity, diameter, cliques,
chromatic number, Hamiltonian paths and Cartesian product. This line of research has been continued
by different authors, see, e.g., [5, 12, 13, 16, 19, 23, 24]. In particular Soto et al., [19] showed that a
problem in coding theory is equivalent to the study of the packing number of the token graphs of the
path graph.
For two disjoint graphs G1 and G2, the join graph G = G1 + G2 of graphs G1 and G2 is the graph
whose vertex set is V (G1) ∪ V (G2) and its edge set is E(G1) ∪ E(G2) ∪ {uv : u ∈ G1 and v ∈ G2}, a
simple example is the fan graph Fm,n = Em + Pn, where Em denotes the graph of m isolated vertices
and Pn denotes the path graph of n vertices (see Figure 2 for some examples).
Figure 2: Two fan graphs
A Hamiltonian path (resp. a Hamiltonian cycle) of a graph G is a path (resp. cycle) containing each
vertex of G exactly once. A graph G is Hamiltonian if it contains a Hamiltonian cycle. In this paper we
show the following result for the fan graphs.
Theorem 1. Let m ≥ 1 and n ≥ 2. Then, F2(Fm,n) is Hamiltonian if and only if m ≤ 2n, and
M2(Fm,n) is Hamiltonian if and only if m ≤ 2(n− 1).
With the aim of clarity in the exposition of the proof, this theorem has been separated in next
subsection as Theorem 1.1. and Theorem 1.2.
This theorem implies easily the following more general result.
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Corollary 2. Let G1 and G2 be two graphs of order m ≥ 1 and n ≥ 2, respectively, such that G2 has a
Hamiltonian path. Let G = G1 + G2. If m ≤ 2n then F2(G) is Hamiltonian, and if m ≤ 2(n − 1) then
M2(G) is Hamiltonian.
So far, the families of graphs for which it has been studied the Hamiltonicity of their double vertex
graphs and their complete double vertex graphs are the following: complete bipartite graphs or graphs
that have a Hamiltonian path. We point out that the infinite family of graphs given by Corollary 2
contains an infinity number of non-Hamiltonian graphs for which their double vertex graphs and complete
double vertex graphs are Hamiltonian, for example, as we are going to show, if n + 1 ≤ m ≤ 2n (resp.
n+ 1 ≤ m ≤ 2(n− 1)) then Fm,n is non-Hamiltonian while its double vertex graph F2(Fm,n) (resp. its
complete double vertex graph M2(Fm,n)) is Hamiltonian.
1.1 Hamiltonicity of double and complete double vertex graphs
It is well known that the Hamiltonicity of G does not imply the Hamiltonicity of Fk(G). For example, for
the complete bipartite graph Km,m, Fabila-Monroy et al. [15] showed that if k is even, then Fk(Km,m)
is non-Hamiltonian. A more easy and traditional example is the case of a cycle graph. It is know that
if n = 4 or n ≥ 6, then F2(Cn) is not Hamiltonian. On the other hand, there exist non-Hamiltonian
graphs for which its double vertex graph is Hamiltonian, a simple example is the graph K1,3, for which
F2(K1,3) ' C6, and so F2(K1,3) is Hamiltonian.
Next, we list the known results about the Hamiltonicity of Fk(G) or the existence of a Hamiltonian
path in Fk(G), when k may be greater than two.
• If n ≥ 3 and 1 ≤ k ≤ n− 1, then Fk(Kn) is Hamiltonian, see for example [6].
• If m ≥ 2, then Fk(Km,m) has a Hamiltonian path if and only if k is odd [15].
• If G is a graph containing a Hamiltonian path and n is even and k is odd, then Fk(G) has a
Hamiltonian path [15].
• If n ≥ 3 and 1 ≤ k ≤ n− 1, then Fk(F1,n−1) is Hamiltonian [27].
In addition to these results, the following are some known results for the double vertex graph (k = 2).
• F2(Cn) is non-Hamiltonian [4].
• If G is a cycle with an odd chord, then F2(G) is Hamiltonian [4].
• F2(Km,n) is Hamiltonian if and only if (m− n)2 = m+ n [4].
More results about the Hamiltonicity of double vertex graphs can be found in the survey of Alavi et.
al. [3]. We point out that the graphs for which have been studied the Hamiltonicity of its k-token graph
(even for k = 2) are Hamiltonian or have a Hamiltonian path or are complete bipartite graphs.
As we mentioned before, in 2018 [27] the last two authors of this article showed the following result:
if n ≥ 3, and 1 ≤ k ≤ n − 1, then the k-token graph of the fan graph F1,n−1 is Hamiltonian. We have
continued with this line of research and in this work we show the following result for the double vertex
graph of fan graphs.
Theorem 1.1. The double vertex graph of Fm,n is Hamiltonian if and only if n ≥ 2 and 1 ≤ m ≤ 2n,
or n = 1 and m = 3.
In Figure 3 we show the double vertex graph of the fan graph F3,3 (center) and a Hamiltonian cycle
in such graph (right).
Let us now turn our attention to the complete double vertex graph. Let G be a graph of order n ≥ 2.
The complete double vertex graph M2(G) of G is the graph whose vertex set consists of all 2-multisubsets
of V (G), where two vertices {x, y} and {u, v} are adjacent whenever the two following conditions are
satisfied: (i) {x, y} ∩ {u, v} = {a}; (ii) if x = u = a, then y and v are adjacent in G (see an example in
Figure 1). Complete double vertex graphs were implicitly presented in the work of Chartrand et al. [11],
and in an explicit way by Jacob et. al. [20], were their first combinatorial properties were studied, and
are a generalization of the double vertex graphs.
As far as we know, only the following two results are known about the Hamiltonicity of M2(G).
• For n ≥ 4, M2(Cn) is non-Hamiltonian [20].
• If G is obtained from a cycle of n vertices by adding a chord between two vertices at distance two,
then M2(G) is Hamiltonian [20].
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Figure 3: The graph F3,3 (left), its double vertex graph (center) and a Hamiltonian cycle in such graph
(right)
In this paper we show the following result for the Hamiltonicity of complete double vertex graphs.
Theorem 1.2. The complete double vertex graph of Fm,n is Hamiltonian if and only if n ≥ 2 and
1 ≤ m ≤ 2 (n− 1).
As we mentioned before, we have splitted Theorem 1 into Theorems 1.1 and 1.2, and Corollary 2
follows easily from Theorem 1. The infinite family of graphs given in Corollary 2 contains an infinite
number of non-Hamiltonian graphs for which their double vertex graph and complete double vertex graph
are Hamiltonian, for example, for the fan graph Fm,n we know that Fm,n is Hamiltonian if and only if
1 ≤ m ≤ n, while, as we are going to show, F2(Fm,n) (resp. M2(Fm,n)) is Hamiltonian if and only if
1 ≤ m ≤ 2n (resp. 1 ≤ m ≤ 2(n− 1)).
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we present the proof of Theorem 1.1 and
in Section 3 the proof of Theorem 1.2; our strategy to prove these results is to show explicit Hamiltonian
cycles in each case. For the purpose of clarity, in Section 4 we present some examples of our constructions.
Finally, we suggest some open problems in Section 5.
Before go further, let us establish some notation. Let V (Pn) := {v1, . . . , vn} and V (Em) := {w1, . . . , wm},
so we have V (Fm,n) = {v1, . . . , vn, w1, . . . , wm}. For a path T = a1a2 . . . al−1al, we denote by ←−T to the
reverse path alal−1 . . . a2a1. As usual, for a positive integer r, we denote by [r] to the set {1, 2, . . . , r}.
For a graph G, we denote by µ(G) to the number of components of G.
2 Proof of Theorem 1.1
If n = 1 then G ' K1,m, and it is know that F2(K1,m) is Hamiltonian if and only if m = 3 (see, e.g.,
Proposition 5 in [3]). From now on, assume n ≥ 2. We distinguish four cases: either m = 1, m = 2n,
1 < m < 2n or m > 2n.
• Case m = 1.
For n = 2 we have F2(F1,2) ' F1,2, and so F2(F1,2) is Hamiltonian. Now we work the case n ≥ 3.
For 1 ≤ i < n let
Ti := {vi, w1}{vi, vi+1}{vi, vi+2} . . . {vi, vn}
and let
Tn := {vn, w1}.
It is clear that every Ti is a path in F2(F1,n) and that {T1, . . . , Tn} is a partition of V (F2(F1,n)).
Now we construct a Hamiltonian cycle in F2(F1,n) depending on the parity of n.
– Case n even.
Let
C :=
←−
T1 T2
←−
T3 T4 . . .
←−−−
Tn−1 Tn(v1, vn).
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That is
C = {v1, vn} . . . {v1, w1}︸ ︷︷ ︸
←−
T1
{v2, w1} . . . {v2, vn}︸ ︷︷ ︸
T2
{v3, vn} . . . {v3, w1}︸ ︷︷ ︸
←−
T3
. . .
{vn−1, vn}{vn−1, w1}︸ ︷︷ ︸
←−−−
Tn−1
{vn, w1}︸ ︷︷ ︸
Tn
{v1, vn}.
We are going to show that C is a Hamiltonian cycle of F2(F1,n). First, note that for i odd, the
final vertex of
←−
Ti is {vi, w1}, while the initial vertex of Ti+1 is {vi+1, w1}, and since these two
vertices are adjacent in F2(F1,n), the concatenation
←−
Ti Ti+1 corresponds to a path in F2(F1,n).
Similarly, for 1 ≤ i < n even, the final vertex of Ti is {vi, vn} while the initial vertex of ←−−Ti+1
is {vi+1, vn}, so again, the concatenation Ti←−−Ti+1 corresponds to a path in F2(F1,n). Also note
that the unique vertex of Tn is {vn, w1} that is adjacent, in F2(F1,n), to {v1, vn}. As the first
vertex of
←−
T1 is {v1, vn}, we have that C is a cycle in F2(F1,n).
– Case n odd.
Let
C :=
←−
T1 T2
←−
T3 T4 . . . Tn−1
←−
Tn {v1, vn}.
That is
C = {v1, vn} . . . {v1, w1}︸ ︷︷ ︸
←−
T1
{v2, w1} . . . {v2, vn}︸ ︷︷ ︸
T2
{v3, vn} . . . {v3, w1}︸ ︷︷ ︸
←−
T3
. . .
{vn−1, w1}{vn−1, vn}︸ ︷︷ ︸
Tn−1
{vn, w1}︸ ︷︷ ︸
←−
Tn
{v1, vn}.
In a similar way to the previous case, we can prove that C is a Hamiltonian cycle of F2(F1,n).
• Case m = 2n.
Let C be the cycle defined in the previous case depending on the parity of n. Let
P1 := {vn, w1} C−→ {v1, vn}
be the path from {vn, w1} to {v1, vn} obtained from C by deleting the edge between {vn, w1} and
{v1, vn}. That is
P1 =
{
{vn, w1}Tn−1 . . . ←−T4 T3←−T2 T1 if n is even,
{vn, w1}←−−−Tn−1 . . . ←−T4 T3←−T2 T1 if n is odd.
For 1 < i ≤ n let
Pi :={wi, vn}{wi, w1}{wi, vn−1}{wi, wi+(n−1)}{wi, vn−2}{wi, wi+(n−2)}{wi, vn−3}{wi, wi+(n−3)} . . .
{wi, v2}{wi, wi+2}{wi, v1}{wi, wi+1}.
We can observe that after {wi, w1} the vertices in Pi follows the pattern {wi, vj}{wi, wi+j}, from
j = n− 1 to 1. For n+ 1 ≤ i ≤ 2n let
Pi :={wi, vn}{wi, wi+n}{wi, vn−1}{wi, wi+(n−1)}{wi, vn−2}{wi, wi+(n−2)} . . .
{wi, v2}{wi, wi+2}{wi, v1}{wi, wi+1},
where the sums are taken mod 2n with the convention that 2n (mod 2n) = 2n. In this case, the
vertices in Pi after {wi, wi+n} follows the pattern {wi, vj}{wi, wi+j}, from j = n− 1 to 1.
We claim that the concatenation
C2 := P1 P2 . . . P2n{vn, w1}
is a Hamiltonian cycle in F2(Fm,n). First we prove that {P1, . . . , P2n} is a partition of F2(Fm,n).
It is clear that the paths P1, . . . , P2n are pairwise disjoint in F2(Fm,n). Now, we are going to show
that every vertex in F2(Fm,n) belongs to exactly one of the paths P1, . . . , P2n.
– {vi, vj} belongs to P1, for any i, j ∈ [n] with i 6= j.
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– {wi, vj} belongs to Pi, for any i ∈ [m] and j ∈ [n].
– {wi, w1} belong to Pi, for any i ∈ [m].
– Consider now the vertices of type {wi, wj}, for 1 < i < j ≤ n,
∗ {wi, wj} belongs to Pi, for any 1 < i ≤ n and i < j ≤ i+ n− 1.
∗ {wi, wj} belongs to Pj , for any 1 < i ≤ n and i+ n− 1 < j ≤ 2n.
∗ {wi, wj} belongs to Pi, for any n < i < 2n and i < j ≤ 2n.
Now we show that C is a cycle in F2(Fm,n). Note that the final vertex of P1 is {v1, vn} while the
initial vertex of P2 is {w2, vn}, and these two vertices are adjacent in F2(Fm,n). Also, for 1 < i < 2n,
the final vertex of Pi is {wi, wi+1} while the initial vertex of Pi+1 is {wi+1, vn}, and again these
two vertices are adjacent in F2(Fm,n). On the other hand, the final vertex of P2n is {w1, wn} while
the initial vertex of P1 is {vn, w1}, and these two vertices are adjacent in F2(Fm,n). These four
observations together imply that C2 is a cycle in F2(Fm,n), and hence, C2 is a Hamiltonian cycle
of F2(Fm,n).
• Case 1 <m < 2n.
Consider again the paths P1, . . . , Pm defined in the previous case and let us modify them slightly
in the following way:
– P ′1 = P1;
– for 1 < i < m, let P ′i be the path obtained from Pi by deleting the vertices of type {wi, wj},
for each j > m;
– let P ′m be the path obtained from Pm by first interchanging the vertices {wm, wm+1} and
{wm, w1} from their current positions in Pm, and then deleting the vertices of type {wm, wj},
for every j > m.
Given this construction of P ′i we have the following:
(A1) P ′i induces a path in F2(Fm,n);
(A2) for 1 ≤ i < m the path P ′i has the same initial and final vertices as the path Pi, and P ′m has
the same initial vertex as Pm, and its final vertex is {wi, w1};
(A3) since we have deleted only the vertices of type {wi, wj} from Pi to obtain P ′i , for each j > m
and i ∈ [m], it follows that {V (P ′1), . . . , V (P ′m)} is a partition of V (F2(Fm,n)).
By (A1) and (A2) we can concatenate the paths P ′1, . . . , P ′m into a cycle C′ as follows:
C′ := P ′1 P
′
2 . . . P
′
m(vn, w1)
and then by (A3) it follows that C′ is a Hamiltonian cycle in F2(Fm,n).
• Case m > 2n.
Here, our aim is to show that F2(Fm,n) is not Hamiltonian by using the following known result
posed in West’s book [29].
Proposition (Prop. 7.2.3, [29]). If G has a Hamiltonian cycle, then for each nonempty set S ⊂
V (G), the graph G− S has at most |S| components.
Then, we are going to exhibit a subset A ⊂ V (F2(Fm,n)) such that
µ(F2(Fm,n)−A) > |A|.
Let
A :=
{{wi, vj} : i ∈ [m] and j ∈ [n]}.
Note that for any i, j ∈ [m] with i 6= j, {wi, wj} is an isolated vertex of F2(Fm,n) − A, and there
are
(
m
2
)
vertices of this type. Also note that the subgraph induced by the vertices of type {vi, vj},
for i, j ∈ [n] and i 6= j, is a component of F2(Fm,n)−A, and since |A| = mn and m > 2n, we have
µ(F2(Fm,n)−A) ≥
(
m
2
)
+ 1 =
m(m− 1)
2
+ 1 ≥ mn+ 1 > mn = |A|,
as required. This completes the proof of Theorem 1.1.
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3 Proof of Theorem 1.2
If n = 1 and m ≥ 1 then deg({wi, wi}) = 1, for any i ∈ [m], which implies that M2(Fm,n) is not
Hamiltonian, so we assume that n ≥ 2.
The constructions that we give in this section are similar to those given in the previous section. We
distinguish four cases: either m = 1, m = 2 (n− 1), 1 < m < 2 (n− 1) or m > 2(n− 1).
• Case m = 1.
For 1 ≤ i ≤ n let
T ′i := {vi, w1}{vi, vi}{vi, vi+1}{vi, vi+2} . . . {vi, vn}.
We remark the following:
(i) T ′i can be seen as the resulting path from Ti (defined in Section 2) by adding the vertex {vi, vi}
between the vertices {vi, w1} and {vi, vi+1}.
(ii) T ′i is a path in M2(Fm,n) and T ′n = {vn, w1}{vn, vn}.
(iii) For 1 ≤ i < n, the paths T ′i and Ti have the same initial and final vertices.
(iv) The set {T ′1, . . . , T ′n, {{w1, w1}}} is a partition of V (M2(Fm,n)).
Let
C :=
{
T ′1
←−
T ′2 T
′
3
←−
T ′4 . . . T
′
n−1
←−
T ′n {w1, w1} if n is even,←−
T ′1 {w1, w1}T ′2
←−
T ′3 T
′
4 . . . T
′
n−1
←−
T ′n if n is odd.
We claim that C is a Hamiltonian cycle in M2(Fm,n). Suppose that n is even. Since (ii) and (iii)
hold, we can concatenate the paths T ′1
←−
T ′2 T
′
3
←−
T ′4 . . . T
′
n−1
←−
T ′n, and since {vn, w1} (the final vertex of←−
T ′n) is adjacent to {w1, w1}, and {w1, w1} is adjacent to {v1, v1} (the initial vertex of T ′1), it follows
that C is a cycle in M2(Fm,n). By similar arguments, in the case n odd we have that C is a cycle
in M2(Fm,n). Finally, in both cases, (iv) implies that C is a Hamiltonian cycle in M2(Fm,n), as
claimed.
Note that in both cases, the vertices {vn, w1} and {vn, vn} are adjacent in C (these two vertices
correspond to the vertices of
←−
T ′n). This observation will be useful in the following two cases.
• Case m = 2 (n− 1).
Let C be the cycle defined in the previous case, depending on the parity of n. Let
P1 := {vn, w1} C−→ {vn, vn}
be the path obtained from C by deleting the edge between {vn, w1} and {vn, vn}. That is
P1 :=
{
{vn, w1} {w1, w1}T ′1
←−
T ′2 T
′
3 . . . T
′
n−1 {vn, vn} if n is even,
{vn, w1}
←−
T ′1 {w1, w1}T ′2
←−
T ′3 . . . T
′
n−1 {vn, vn} if n is odd.
For 1 < i ≤ n− 1 let
Pi :={wi, vn}{wi, wi}{wi, vn−1}{wi, w1}{wi, vn−2}{wi, wi+(n−2)}{wi, vn−3}{wi, wi+(n−3)} . . .
{wi, v2}{wi, wi+2}{wi, v1}{wi, wi+1}.
Note that after {wi, w1}, the vertices in Pi follows the pattern {wi, vj}{wi, wi+j}, from j = n − 1
to 1. For n ≤ i ≤ m let
Pi :={wi, vn}{wi, wi}{wi, vn−1}{wi, wi+(n−1)}{wi, vn−2}{wi, wi+(n−2)} . . .
{wi, v2}{wi, wi+2}{wi, v1}{wi, wi+1},
where the sums are taken mod m with the convention that m (mod m) = m. In this case, after
{wi, wi}, the vertices in Pi follows the pattern {wi, vj}{wi, wi+j}, from j = n − 1 to 1. We claim
that the concatenation
P := P1 P2 . . . Pm{vn, w1}
is a Hamiltonian cycle in M2(Fm,n). First note that the final vertex of P1 is {vn, vn} while the
initial vertex of P2 is {w2, vn}, and these two vertices are adjacent in M2(Fm,n). Moreover, for
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1 < i < 2(n − 1), the final vertex of Pi is {wi, wi+1} while the initial vertex of Pi+1 is {wi+1, vn},
and also these two vertices are adjacent in M2(Fm,n). Also, the final vertex of Pm is {wm, w1}
while the initial vertex of P1 is {vn, w1}, and these two vertices are adjacent in M2(Fm,n). These
three observations together imply that P is a cycle in M2(Fm,n).
It remains to show that the cycle P is Hamiltonian. Notice that any vertex in V (Fm,n) belong to
exactly one of the following options:
– The vertices of type {vi, vj} belongs to P1 for any i, j ∈ [n].
– The vertices of type {wi, vj} belongs to Pi for any i ∈ [m] and j ∈ [n].
– The vertices of type {wi, wi} and {wi, w1} belong to Pi for any i ∈ [m].
– Consider now the vertices of type {wi, wj} for i 6= j, assuming without loss of generality that
i < j.
∗ {wi, wj} belongs to Pi for any 1 < i < n and i < j < i+ n− 1.
∗ {wi, wj} belongs to Pj for any 1 < i < n and i+ n− 1 ≤ j ≤ 2(n− 1).
∗ {wi, wj} belongs to Pi for any n ≤ i < 2(n− 1) and i < j ≤ 2(n− 1).
Thus, P is our desired Hamiltonian cycle in M2(Fm,n).
• Case 1 <m < 2 (n− 1).
We consider again the paths P1, . . . , Pm defined in the previous case with a slight modification:
– P ′1 = P1;
– for i ∈ {2, . . . ,m − 1}, let P ′i be the path obtained from Pi by deleting the vertices of type
{wi, wj}, for each j > m;
– let P ′m be the path obtained from Pm by first interchanging {wm, wm+1} and {wm, w1} from
their current positions in Pm, and then deleting the vertices of type {wm, wj}, for every j > m.
We have that P ′1, . . . , P ′m are, indeed, disjoint paths in M2(Fm,n), and that P ′i has the same initial
and final vertices as Pi, so the concatenation
P ′ := P ′1 . . . P
′
m{vn, w1}
correspond to a cycle in M2(Fm,n). It is an easy exercise (similar as in the case of double vertex
graphs) to show that this cycle is in fact a Hamiltonian cycle in M2(Fm,n).
• Case m > 2 (n− 1).
We are going to show that, in this case,M2(Fm,n) is not Hamiltonian. For this, we proceed similarly
to the case m > 2n of Section 2, so, we make use of Proposition 7.2.3 posed in West’s book [29].
Thus, we are going to exhibit a subset A ⊂ V (M2(Fm,n)) such that
µ(M2(Fm,n)−A) > |A|.
Let
A := {{wi, vj} ∈M2(Fm,n) : i ∈ [m] and j ∈ [n]},
T := {{wi, wj} ∈M2(Fm,n) : i, j ∈ [m]}
and
R := {{vi, vj} ∈M2(Fm,n) : i, j ∈ [n]}.
The set {A, T,R} is a partition of M2(Fm,n). Note that any vertex in T has its neighbors in A,
so the subgraph induced by T in M2(Fm,n)− A is the empty graph of order
(
m+1
2
)
(K(m+12 )
). On
the other hand, note that the subgraph of M2(Fm,n) induced by R is isomorphic to the complete
double vertex graph of the path of n vertices (which is connected), also note that the vertices in R
have neighbours in A but not in T , implying that the subgraph induced by R is a component of
M2(Fm,n)−A. Since |A| = mn, |T | =
(
m+1
2
)
and m > 2 (n− 1), we have
µ(M2(Fm,n)−A) = |T |+ 1 =
(
m+ 1
2
)
+ 1 > mn = |A|.
This completes the proof of Theorem 1.2.
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4 Some examples
For the purpose of clarity, we exhibit several examples of our constructions.
Double vertex graph of Fm,n
Following the proof of Theorem 1.1, we examine first the case m = 1, then the case m = 2n and
finally the case 1 < m < 2n.
1) m = 1.
In this case we consider the fan graph F1,4, so the corresponding paths in F2(F1,4) are the following:
T1 ={v1, w1}{v1, v2}{v1, v3}{v1, v4}
T2 ={v2, w1}{v2, v3}{v2, v4}
T3 ={v3, w1}{v3, v4}
T4 ={v4, w1}
Thus, the concatenation
C = {v1, v4}{v1, v3}{v1, v2}{v1, w1}︸ ︷︷ ︸
←−
T1
{v2, w1}{v2, v3}{v2, v4}︸ ︷︷ ︸
T2
{v3, v4}{v3, w1}︸ ︷︷ ︸
←−
T3
{v4, w1}︸ ︷︷ ︸
T4
is our desired Hamiltonian cycle in F2(F1,4).
2) m = 2n.
Here we consider the graph F8,4, so in F2(F8,4) we have the paths:
P1 ={v4, w1}{v3, w1}{v3, v4}{v2, v4}{v2, v3}{v2, w1}{v1, w1}{v1, v2}{v1, v3}{v1, v4}
P2 ={w2, v4}{w2, w1}{w2, v3}{w2, w5}{w2, v2}{w2, w4}{w2, v1}{w2, w3}
P3 ={w3, v4}{w3, w1}{w3, v3}{w3, w6}{w3, v2}{w3, w5}{w3, v1}{w3, w4}
P4 ={w4, v4}{w4, w1}{w4, v3}{w4, w7}{w4, v2}{w4, w6}{w4, v1}{w4, w5}
P5 ={w5, v4}{w5, w1}{w5, v3}{w5, w8}{w5, v2}{w5, w7}{w5, v1}{w5, w6}
P6 ={w6, v4}{w6, w2}{w6, v3}{w6, w1}{w6, v2}{w6, w8}{w6, v1}{w6, w7}
P7 ={w7, v4}{w7, w3}{w7, v3}{w7, w2}{w7, v2}{w7, w1}{w7, v1}{w7, w8}
P8 ={w8, v4}{w8, w4}{w8, v3}{w8, w3}{w8, v2}{w8, w2}{w8, v1}{w8, w1}
So, concatenating these paths we obtain the Hamiltonian cycle C2 = P1P2 . . . P8.
3) 1 <m < 2n.
In this case we consider the graph F6,4, so in F2(F6,4) we have the following paths:
P ′1 ={v4, w1}{v3, w1}{v3, v4}{v2, v4}{v2, v3}{v2, w1}{v1, w1}{v1, v2}{v1, v3}{v1, v4}
P ′2 ={w2, v4}{w2, w1}{w2, v3}{w2, w5}{w2, v2}{w2, w4}{w2, v1}{w2, w3}
P ′3 ={w3, v4}{w3, w1}{w3, v3}{w3, w6}{w3, v2}{w3, w5}{w3, v1}{w3, w4}
P ′4 ={w4, v4}{w4, w1}{w4, v3}{w4, v2}{w4, w6}{w4, v1}{w4, w5}
P ′5 ={w5, v4}{w5, w1}{w5, v3}{w5, v2}{w5, v1}{w5, w6}
P ′6 ={w6, v4}{w6, w2}{w6, v3}{w6, v2}{w6, v1}{w6, w1}
Therefore, we can concatenate these paths as C′ = P ′1P ′2 . . . P ′6 to obtain a Hamiltonian cycle in
F2(F6,4).
Complete double vertex graph of Fm,n
As before, we follow the proof of Theorem 1.2, so we first consider the case m = 1, then the case
m = 2 (n− 1) and finally the case 1 < m < 2 (n− 1).
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1) m = 1.
Here we consider the fan graph F1,4, so the corresponding paths in M2(F1,4) are:
T ′1 ={v1, w1}{v1, v1}{v1, v2}{v1, v3}{v1, v4}
T ′2 ={v2, w1}{v2, v2}{v2, v3}{v2, v4}
T ′3 ={v3, w1}{v3, v3}{v3, v4}
T ′4 ={v4, w1}{v4, v4}
Hence, the concatenation
C = {v1, w1}{v1, v1}{v1, v2}{v1, v3}{v1, v4}︸ ︷︷ ︸
T1
{v2, v4}{v2, v3}{v2, v2}{v2, w1}︸ ︷︷ ︸
←−
T2
{v3, w1}{v3, v3}{v3, v4}︸ ︷︷ ︸
T3
{v4, v4}{v4, w1}︸ ︷︷ ︸
←−
T4
{w1, w1}
is our desired Hamiltonian cycle in M2(F1,4).
2) m = 2 (n− 1).
For the graph F6,4, we have the following paths in M2(F6,4):
P1 ={v4, w1}{w1, w1}{v1, w1}{v1, v1}{v1, v2}{v1, v3}{v1, v4}{v2, v4}{v2, v3}{v2, v2}{v2, w1}
{v3, w1}{v3, v3}{v3, v4}{v4, v4}
P2 ={w2, v4}{w2, w2}{w2, v3}{w2, w1}{w2, v2}{w2, w4}{w2, v1}{w2, w3}
P3 ={w3, v4}{w3, w3}{w3, v3}{w3, w1}{w3, v2}{w3, w5}{w3, v1}{w3, w4}
P4 ={w4, v4}{w4, w4}{w4, v3}{w4, w1}{w4, v2}{w4, w6}{w4, v1}{w4, w5}
P5 ={w5, v4}{w5, w5}{w5, v3}{w5, w2}{w5, v2}{w5, w1}{w5, v1}{w5, w6}
P6 ={w6, v4}{w6, w6}{w6, v3}{w6, w3}{w6, v2}{w6, w2}{w6, v1}{w6, w1}
Concatenating these paths we obtain the Hamiltonian cycle P = P1P2 . . . P6 in M2(F6,4).
3) 1 <m < 2 (n− 1).
Here we consider the graph F5,4, and so we have the following paths in M2(F5,4):
P ′1 ={v4, w1}{w1, w1}{v1, w1}{v1, v1}{v1, v2}{v1, v3}{v1, v4}{v2, v4}{v2, v3}{v2, v2}{v2, w1}
{v3, w1}{v3, v3}{v3, v4}{v4, v4}
P ′2 ={w2, v4}{w2, w2}{w2, v3}{w2, w1}{w2, v2}{w2, w4}{w2, v1}{w2, w3}
P ′3 ={w3, v4}{w3, w3}{w3, v3}{w3, w1}{w3, v2}{w3, w5}{w3, v1}{w3, w4}
P ′4 ={w4, v4}{w4, w4}{w4, v3}{w4, w1}{w4, v2}{w4, v1}{w4, w5}
P ′5 ={w5, v4}{w5, w5}{w5, v3}{w5, w2}{w5, v2}{w5, v1}{w5, w1}
Then, the concatenation P ′ = P ′1P ′2 . . . P ′5 is our desired Hamiltonian cycle in M2(F5,4).
5 Open problems
In this paper we have discussed the Hamiltonicity of the double vertex graph and the complete double
vertex graph of the join graph G = G1+G2, where G1 and G2 are of order m ≥ 1 and n ≥ 2, respectively,
and G2 has a Hamiltonian path. So, a natural problem is to try to extend these results for Fk(G) and
Mk(G).
Problem 1. Let G1 and G2 be two graphs of order m ≥ 1 and n ≥ 2, respectively, and let G = G1+G2.
To study the Hamiltonicity of Fk(G) and Mk(G) for 2 < k < n− 2.
Also, it can be considered other operations of graphs, such as graph union or graph intersection, and
some product of graphs.
Problem 2. Let G1 and G2 be two connected graphs and let 2 ≤ k ≤ n− 2. To study the Hamiltonicity
of the k-token graph and the k-multiset graph of the Cartesian product G1G2, the direct product G1×G2
and the strong product G1 G2.
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